Swimmable
Tar Creek
Fishable
Drinkable
That's what we want
Lead Agency's
Laura Chesnut - This is where we are from. This is my home.
Kari Griffith – You can feel he hopelessness. That is what mining did. As we became more educated, the fear came.
Gary Lawley – How could this, the first and largest Superfund Site be so neglected?
One of the largest outdoor classrooms

September 5, 2013
anticipating fish
Kate Randall - I think this will eventually get out to the people of the world. What mankind can do to destroy the environmental and how difficult is to clean it back up to what it once was.
LEAD Agency's

RECYCLE

ROUTE 66

TAR CREEK
BIKE RIDE
Judy David – Young people blossom into maturity as they fought for a cause much bigger than themselves.
Samantha Proctor – I remember going down and looking at that water. I couldn’t believe it.
Kate Randall – We can’t destroy anything else that we can’t reclaim.
Barbara Collier – Nature’s harmful product is still here.
Debi Wesley – I don’t know when to relax until they say there is no evidence of lead.
Jessica Sage – to put Tar Creek is perspective, what if it was your family
Shirley Chesnut – Unacknowledged problems are never going to be solved.
April 22, 2015
If we wish to prevent lead from harming children, we must prevent them from being exposed in the first place.
Phillis Cruzan – People learned that even the ground wasn’t safe.
PTK celebrates hometown Super Heroes
Georgeann Roye – I grew up looking at red water.
19th National Environmental Conference at Tar Creek Toxic Denial
Every Person an Activist
Picher

a Mining Town about 10 miles off the road....
The Tar Creek Superfund Site

Polluters Should PAY for Cleanup NOT Taxpayers!

Join LEAD Agency or CATCH US ON OUR WEBSITE LEADAGENCY.ORG
Tar Creek Yard Cleanup

give us a call @
1-800-522-0206
Have DEQ check your yard for lead
1-800-522-0206

danger
Do not enter
get help getting lead out for funner and safer family time
We want this creek clean

leadagency.org
Don’t let this become your backyard.

For more information contact
DEQ 1-800-522-0206
Speak up

For all of our creeks, rivers and wetlands
Coming Up Roses
And growing our garden
Rebecca Jim
LEAD Agency, Inc.
Tar Creekkeeper
Executive Director
leadagency@att.net
www.leadagency.org

NO MORE TAR CREEKS!

PUT THE SUPER BACK IN SUPERFUND

WATERKEEPER ALLIANCE MEMBER